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Year-end Reporting and The transition to the FPS 7.55 Software Suite 

FBRI – FPS Inventory Workshop   March 25 – 26, 2019 

The Year-end Forest Inventory Report is a standard set of reports which every forester should 

produce at the end of every year.  Not all inventory foresters use the full suite of FPS Reports, 

but various combinations of reports for harvest, growth and changes affecting the standing 

inventory are essential reference points from year to year.  See updates on pages 23 – 26. 

This Workshop builds on previous FPS workshops where it details the specific steps to produce a 

Year-end Forest Inventory Report with the objective of establishing a reference point for the 

transition to the new FPS 7.55 Software Suite (or any other periodic shift in tools or methods). 

The FPS 7.50 Universal Library (released in 2016) is a complete library of tree species for 

localized site, taper and growth.  It is the first analysis based solely on direct measurements of all 

permanent plots where only trees with dbh, total height and stem-mapped locations were 

included.  Previous growth model analyses conducted by Dr. Arney were: 

a) 1976 Analysis of Douglas-fir growth & yield using combinations of stem-mapped, not 

mapped plots, measured heights and estimated heights through localized regressions.  

Region was Coastal British Columbia, Western Washington and Western Oregon. 

b) 1986 Analysis of Western Hemlock and Douglas-fir relying mostly on non-mapped plots 

and combinations of measured and estimated total heights.  Region was the same as in 

Item (a). 

c) 1996 Analysis of NW Inland species (Ponderosa Pine, Lodgepole Pine, White Pine, 

Engelmann Spruce, Western Larch, Grand Fir and Douglas-fir.  Region was Inland 

British Columbia, Eastern Washington, Eastern Oregon, North Idaho and Western 

Montana. 

d) 2006 Analysis included all Western tree species where permanent plot data and/or felled-

tree measurements were available.  Only about one-third of the permanent plot database 

included stem-mapped tree locations.  Region was all of Pacific Northwest, Southeast 

Alaska, British Columbia, Alberta and Northern California. 

e) 2016 Analysis is based on 3,295,555 tree measurements where every dbh and height pair 

was a direct field measurement and all trees were stem-mapped.  There were 36 tree 

species included with up to 50 years of continuous measurements.  However, 34 percent 

of that database is one species, Douglas-fir.  This analysis is documented in the 

“Mathematics of Trees” book. 

To identify and recognize adjustments in site, taper and growth due to the transition to the FPS 

Universal Library requires documentation of the existing forest inventory to at least the 

individual species level.  The standard Year-end Inventory Report provides this level of detail. 
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The most effective way to transition to the new Library is after closing your forest inventory at 

year-end and accounting for all harvest, growth and changes due to new cruises or GIS updates.  

The FPS Year-end reports provide an opportunity for “paired” reports of standing inventory 

before and after the transition to the Universal Library or any other administrative changes.  

Since this “pairing” is essential to understanding which species and stand structures may be most 

affected, the sequence of building these reports are detailed in this document and this inventory 

workshop. 

The objective is to close year-end 2018 using the previous FPS software and Libraries.  Then 

switch to the new FPS Version 7.55 to produce some of the same year-end reports at the Stand 

and Species levels to document where shifts in size, volume and/or growth may occur. 

Table 1 provides a list of previous FPS Regions and the identity of the FPS Universal Regions. 

Previous FPS Libraries FPS Universal Library 

11 – Western Oregon Cascades 

12 – Western Washington 

13 – North Central Washington 

14 – North Idaho & Western Montana 

15 – Eastern Oregon Cascades 

16 – Northern California 

17 – Oregon Coastal Library 

18 – Southwest British Columbia 

10 – Western Forests (DF dominates) 

20 – Southeast Alaska 2010 20 – Western Forests (WH/SS dominates) 

50 – Southwestern United States 2010 30 – Western Forests (PP dominates) 

40 – Southern Pine Forests 2006 40 – Southeastern Pine Forests 

 50 – Central Hardwood-dominated Forests 

60 – Great Lakes Region 2006 60 – Great Lakes Region 

21 – Canadian NW Territories 

70 – Central Canada 2010 

80 – Eastern Canada 2010 

70 – Canadian Shield (BS/WS/LP dominate) 

25, 26, 27, 28, 29 – Hawaiian Islands 80 – Tropical Pacific Islands 

 Table 1.  FPS 2010 Discrete Regions translation to FPS Universal Library Regions. 

A color map of the Regions is found in the “Mathematics of Trees” document which is included 

in the FPS 7.50 Universal Library download. 

The FPS Universal Library is highly sensitive to (much more than previous libraries): 

 CASH Card parameters for early – %Height growth and %Survival to 20-foot height. 

 Planted and Stump-sprout identification codes – “.P” and “.S” group codes (Grp) 

 Observed Dbh/Height pairs (converted to Dbh/(Height-4.5) ratios for taper and growth) 

 SiteGrid 10-meter localized site curve shapes (10m Shape as a percentage of Site) 

 Vigor class application by tree in cruised stands (default = 3, range = 1 to 5) as needle 

retention 

 Stocking density from cruised stands on Dbh growth and mortality trends. 
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 Degree of clumpiness in stand structures 

 Shade tolerance by Species for both growth and mortality dynamics 

 Taper profile differences by species growth form 

The relative scale of variance in size, volume, growth and mortality between the previous and 

new FPS Libraries is highly correlated with which species and which Region is being evaluated.  

Standing year-end reports may be variable due to: 

a) The methods of harvest depletion reporting, 

b) growth projections from the previous year, 

c) the proportion of each Vegetation Type which has not been cruised, 

d) the time lapse since the last FPS Expansion from cruised to un-cruised stands, 

e) the quality of the site capacity index assigned to each stand, 

f) the SiteGrid Shape Index (%) assigned to each stand, and  

g) the number and quality of new cruises uploaded to the inventory database in the past 

year.  

To put all of this into perspective (as related to the magnitude of variance between Libraries), a 

new year-end forest inventory series of reports will be generated prior to transitioning into the 

new FPS Version 7.55 Software Suite. 

The FPS Workshop database (Puget_2017.mdb) is being used to build a year-end 2018 series of 

reports by species.  This also becomes the beginning database for 2019.  After the 2018 report 

series is completed the FPS 7.55 database should be installed and invoked to produce a matching 

series of reports from the same Puget inventory.  Individual species may then be compared for 

paired strata across all inventory classifications. 

Steps to Produce an FPS Year-end Series of Reports (any year) 

Step 1:  Establish the Initial Forest Inventory database 

a) Copy / Paste the Puget_2017.mdb database and re-name it “Puget_2017_1.mdb” 

b) Open the “Puget_2017_1” database. 

c) Open the “Admin” table to verify the correct Region code has been assigned to all 

Stands. 

d) Click “File”, “Options”, “Current Database”.  Re-name the “Application Title” to “Puget 

2017_1 Database”.  Click “OK” to return to the database Tables list. 

e) Open the “Titles” table to update the Title for T_Code = 1, T_Lbl = “ENGL”.  Set the 

Title record to “Puget 2017_1 Database”.  Close the Table to save changes. 

f) Verify that “Species”, “Sorts” and “Harvest” tables have been updated to standard 

reporting values for merchandizing, valuation, costs and log sorts. 

g) Flag all Stands.  (“Add-ins”, “Selection”, “Select All Stands”.) 

h) Compile all Cruises (it is unknown at this time which stands had been cruised) 

i) Select Cruised Stands.  (“Add-ins”, “Selection”, “Add Cruised Stands”) 

j) Demote Selection.  (“Add-ins”, “Selection”, “Demote Selection”) 

k) Grow all cruised stands to year-end 2017.  (“Add-ins”, “Growth”, “Grow Stands”) 

l) In the Dialog, set the Grow to: “2017” and the Method “Grow All Tables”.  Click “Start” 

m) Promote Selection.  (“Add-ins”, “Selection”, “Promote Selection”) 

n) Expand Cruised stands to Un-cruised Stands.  (“Add-ins”, “Strata”, “Run Cruise 

Expansion on Veg_Lbl”).  Select radio button “Expand All Tables…”  Click Start. 

o) Run Habitat update.  (Add-ins, Strata, Create new Habitat / Report classification.) 
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Growth Model Dialog Window 

You may now compare differences in this single inventory database due to assignments to 

various previous FPS Regions, if your database is still based on FPS Version 6 Regions. 

Go to “Add-Ins”, “Reports”, “Stand and Forest-wide Volume Reports”, “All Stands 

Summarized”, “Species Reports”, “All Stands”. 

Each inventory forester, after building this Puget database, should get the exact same results as 

observed in the Tables on the following pages for Region 10 which has been calibrated for the 

Douglas-fir dominated Northwest Region of North America.  By doing this step, using the Puget 

inventory database, you may verify that the complete FPS Software Suite is properly installed 

and functioning.  This also provides you confirmation that your FPS installation is fully 

functional for compiling, growing and expanding stands across a full inventory. 
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Table 2 – Puget Inventory at Year-end 2017 based on Region 10 Species Library. 

 

This Species Summary report should be an exact match to the Year-end Report produced at the end of 2017 after all harvest 

depletions, growth and new cruises up to the end of that year.  If anything appears different, then first check the merchandizing 

parameters in the Species, Sorts and Harvest tables.  If these appear consistent, then proceed to verifying numbers and acres of all 

stand polygons along with reductions in reportable acres due to riparian buffers. 
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Now that a 2017 Year-end Standing Inventory has been established it becomes possible to 

evaluate the effects on volume, growth and value due to changes in the inventory throughout the 

year 2018.  There are four primary sources where change occurs on an annual basis.  These are a) 

harvest depletions, b) annual growth, and c) adjustments due to GIS, and d) new cruise plots. 

Begin the Inventory Update from 2017 to 2018 

GIS Updates – For this discussion we will assume that the GIS adjustments in number and size 

of polygons have already been completed within the GIS database.  However, these GIS updates 

have not yet been linked to the FPS inventory database.  The updated list of GIS polygons has 

also not been netted down for road right-of-way acres and riparian buffers at this point in this 

series. 

This next series of steps are provided in detail in the FPS Forester’s Guidebook. 

a) A copy of the Year-end 2017 GIS VegPoly layer (“Veg2017”) was created and named 

“Veg2018”.  New harvest units were then digitized into this new GIS layer.  New harvest 

units should have unique identities including “Gis_ID” and “Gis_Lbl” parameters.  Any 

and all GIS polygon adjustments were also invoked using this layer.  These may include 

removal of polygon slivers created in past updates, acreage sold off and acreage acquired 

since year-end 2017.  Silvers are any remnant polygons in the GIS layer at a size below 

some pre-determined minimum threshold (such as 5-acres for forest polygons). 

b) Within the GIS management software, a Union
1
 of polygon layer Veg2018 and Veg2017 

must be exercised to create a new temporary layer named “VegStep”.  Six new 

parameters will be attached to VegStep.  These include the following: 

a. Tag_ID = a unique record ID (may be an autonumber) 

b. Old_ID = the unique Gis_ID from the 2017 layer. 

c. New_ID = the unique Gis_ID from the 2018 layer. 

d. Old_Lbl = the Veg_Lbl or Gis_Lbl from the 2017 layer. 

e. New_Lbl = the Veg_Lbl or Gis_Lbl from the 2018 layer. 

f. Area = the computed acreage for each individual polygon in the VegStep layer. 

c) Link this “VegStep” GIS layer to the FPS 2017 Inventory database.  Under “Add-ins”, 

“Year-end” in the FPS database, select “Run GIS Updates into FPS”.  The dialog in 

Figure 2 will appear.  Select the Radio button for “Lump / Split Polygons…”.  Flag all 

stands in the FPS Inventory database to be included in this update (usually the entire 

forest ownership).  Click Start.  (It should be noted that this series of steps for FPS 

updates from GIS will “auto-Flag” the Admin records to be updated.  Only those stands 

with records in VegStep, RoadBuf and HydroRow will be Flagged for update.  All others 

remain in the FPS database untouched by these actions.) 

                                                           
1
 The Forester’s Guidebook on page 72 identifies this as an Intersect between two layers.  It should be “Union”. 
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d) Upon completion, use the Microsoft Access “Compact & Repair” function to clean up 

your database.  It is also a good time to create a backup copy.  At this point the updated 

number and gross acreage of polygons has been updated.  However, the acreage in roads 

and riparian buffers is only approximated based on the 2017 computations. 

e) Now link the RoadBuf and HydroRow tables from the GIS database to the FPS database.  

(These already exist in the GIS database as “Road2018” and “Hydr2018”.)  Select all 

stands in the Admin table.  Run the GIS Utility with the Radio button “Update Area in 

Existing Polygons with Check Box “Update Net Forested Area (-Roads)”.  After 

completion of this step, repeat with “Update Reportable Area (-Stream Buffer)” 

 

 

Figure 2.  The FPS Lump / Split GIS update routine based on GIS updates. 
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Admin Flag – Year-end 2017 

Flag #Stands GIS Area Net Area Rpt Area Buf Area 

1 525 10,994.17 10,713.80 9,744.47 969.32 

Admin Flag – Year-end 2018 

Flag Tally GIS Area Net Area Rpt Area Buf Area 

1 523 10,985.27 10,694.50 9,717.72 976.77 

Figure 3.  Impact of GIS updates on polygons, roads and riparian buffers. 

f) At this point the correct gross and net acres have been computed within the FPS 

inventory database.  However, these updates are not yet available in the 2018 VegPoly 

GIS layer.  Therefore, link to the 2018 GIS database, table “Veg2018”.  Then select 

“Add-ins”, “Editors”, “Update GIS Vegpoly from FPS”, “Export Gross, Net and 

Reportable Acres to VegPoly GIS”.  All acreages in both FPS and GIS are complete. 

g) Flag all stands in Admin.  Run the FPS Re-Merchandizer routine for current standards. 

h) Run the FPS Habitat Classification update. 

i) Compact & Repair FPS and GIS databases.  Create a backup of each. 

Harvest Depletion is the first report and inventory adjustment to complete.  There are three 

harvest polygons included in this database which were depleted in 2018.  These are stands 1111, 

1287, and 1519 in the database.  Open the database: 

a) Under “Selection”, “Select No Stands” 

b) Open the Admin table to Flag only the harvested polygons (1111, 1287, and 1519). 

c) Under  “Year-end”, “Reserve Harvested Inventory (Flag > 0)”.  This will copy the Stand 

and StandSrt tables into the PlanCut and PlanSrt tables, respectively, for later reporting. 

d) Select “Reports”, “Stand and Forest-wide Volume Reports”, “All Stands Summarized”, 

“Species Reports”, “All Stands”.  Print or copy these reports as Harvest Reports. 

e) Select “Year-end”, “Deplete Stocking (Flag > 0)” to deplete the harvested stocking from 

the inventory database.  The Gis_Lbl field in the Admin table will now contain the word 

“GONE”.  Stocking in these polygons will not return until the inventory forester makes a 

specific update with new information (planted or natural regeneration) at a future point in 

time. 

 

Harvest reports as identified by the 2017 FPS Regions and the existing FPS software are 

presented in the following Tables. 
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Tables 3 and 4 – Harvest Units in 2018 and Summary by Species for all Harvest Units. 

 

 

SiteGrid Update – At this point in the Year-end Update the stand polygons have been updated 

for numbers and size of polygons.  The acreage in roads and riparian buffers has been resolved.  

The harvested areas have been reported and depleted.  In this process some stands may have 

been added or polygon boundaries may have been edited or shifted.  Therefore, the SiteGrid GIS 

layer should be invoked to compute (refresh) a new set of site and topography parameters for 

each stand. 

Link the SiteGrid GIS layer to the FPS database after completing a Spatial Join between the 

SiteGrid layer and the Veg2018 layer within the GIS database.  The objective of the spatial join 

is to assign a new Gis_ID to each point in the SiteGrid layer from the Veg2018 layer. 

Open “Add-Ins”, “Editors”, “Update Physical Site from SiteGrid” to get the following dialog. 
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Figure 5.  Dialog window for SiteGrid updates. 

Verify that you are about to “Update Admin from average of SiteGrid point…”.  Then click 

Start.  This will populate every record in the Admin table for site and geographic parameters.  

Verify that the “Stock” parameter in the Admin table has a value of 100% or some reduced 

percentage based on the proportion of SiteGrid points in ponds, rocks or other non-stock able 

acres within each polygon.  The FPS database is now prepared for growth updates. 

Growth Updating is the next report and inventory adjustment to complete. 

a) Under “Selection”, “Toggle Admin Flags” 

b) Under “Selection”, “Promote Selection”.  This should flag all residual stands in the 

inventory which have not been harvested.  Verify that this has been accomplished. 

c) Select “Year-end”, “Reserve Residual Inventory”.  This will copy the Stand and StandSrt 

tables into the PlanRes and PlanSrt tables, respectively, for later growth reports. 
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d) Under “Growth”, “Grow Stands” to invoke the Growth Model dialog. 

e) Select “Grow to 2018” radio button and year. 

f) Select “Grow All Tables” radio button and click “Start”.  All Stands will be grown to 

year-end 2018. 

g) Select “Strata”, “Create New Habitat / Report Classification”. 

h) Select “Year-end”, “View Growth by Species” to see a forest-wide summary of growth 

by species (net of the previously harvested stands). 

These summaries by stand and species reports are displayed in the following tables: 

 

Table 6.  Growth by Species for all Stands from 2017 to year-end 2018. 

 

Be aware in viewing the growth reports that this growth is only “On-growth” due to 

additional dimension on existing trees which were merchantable at the beginning of the year.  

“In-growth” is not included in these reports.  “In-growth” results from tree growth sufficient 

to move a below merchantable size tree above the merchantable threshold in size. 
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Table 7.  Summary by Year of Standing Inventory on all Stands ending in 2018. 
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Adjustments due to New Cruise Plots is the final major source of inventory shifts from one 

year to the next.  One stratum in the inventory has the most acres and the fewest number of 

cruised stands.  It is the “DF32” strata with only two cruised stands.  In 2018, there were three 

additional stands cruised which were within the same forest type. 

              Existing 2017 Inventory Status of Cruised Stands 

  Type  ....Cruised....      ...Un-cruised..      ....%Sample.... 

        Tally      Area      Tally      Area     %Tally     %Area 

  AF11      0       0.0         18     243.0          0         0 

  CLRC      0       0.0          3     187.1          0         0 

  CX23      1      48.9          2      18.4         33        73 

  CX31      1      21.9          6     141.7         14        13 

  CX32      2      41.6         23     457.7          8         8 

  CX33      1      37.0          0       0.0        100       100 

  DF03      1      37.3          4     123.8         20        23 

  DF11      0       0.0          5     115.5          0         0 

  DF22      3      70.1          1      33.8         75        67 

  DF23      1      42.8        117    2417.3          1         2 

  DF31      5     216.6         33     588.4         13        27 

  DF32      2      81.1         39     668.1          5        11 

  DF33      2      31.5         15     209.3         12        13 

  DF41      4     138.5         15     415.4         21        25 

  DF42      4     115.3         17     369.8         19        24 

  DF43      3      83.4          8     222.6         27        27 

  HX32      2      80.4          3      43.3         40        65 

  HX42      1      31.0          6     174.0         14        15 

  NF03      1      48.1          1      24.9         50        66 

  NF11      1      21.9          4      22.7         20        49 

  NF42      1       3.4         14     273.6          7         1 

  RA22      1      30.1          0       0.0        100       100 

  RA31      2      78.0          3      71.2         40        52 

  RA32      1      55.5          6     134.0         14        29 

  RC23      1      33.0          0       0.0        100       100 

  SF22      3      45.7          6      49.3         33        48 

  SF23      1      30.1          0       0.0        100       100 

  SF33      2      72.8          0       0.0        100       100 

  WH22      1      37.2          5     141.0         17        21 

  WH32      5     172.8         62     968.9          7        15 

  WH33      1      47.3         51     822.1          2         5 

  XGRS      0       0.0          1       2.9          0         0 

  XS00      0       0.0          1       1.5          0         0 

 

  Total:   54    1753.2 +      469    8941.3 =      523   10694.5 

  Percent:                                           10        16 

There are only 16 percent of the forest acres which have been cruised at some point in the past.  

The typical forest inventory in the West has approximately 60 – 90 percent of all acres cruised at 

some point in the past 15 – 20 years.  As a result, these new cruises will have a significant impact 

on the standing inventory reports for the “DF32” vegetation type. 

The field data for the three cruised stands in 2018 has not been added to the forest inventory 

database.  As such, it has not been compiled or linked to the Admin table prior to this point in 
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time.  The cruised stands are 1072, 1327, 1424 and 1500.  They are highlighted in the Expansion 

Report table as part of Type “DF32”. 

Steps to Incorporate New Cruises: 

a) Select “Selection”, “Select No Stands” to set Flag to zero for all stands. 

b) Link the Cruise and Plots tables from the database “Cruise_2018.mdb”. 

c) Open the Cruise table to paste the records from “Cruise1” linked table. 

d) Open the Plots table to paste the records from “Plots1” linked table. 

e) Set the Flag in Admin for only these four stands. 

f) Run the FPS Cruise Compiler. 

g) Select “Selection”, “Add Stands by Veg_Lbl”, enter the label “DF32”, click “OK”. 

Stop Here…!!!  Think about options and status of your inventory…??? 

h) Select “Strata”, “Run Cruise Expansion on Veg_Lbl”, check Radio button to “Expand All 

Tables from cruised stands (within each Veg_Lbl type)”, click “Start” 

 

The following Tables display the result of compiling these four cruises.  These four cruised 

stands may now be used (on a weighted by net acres basis) to expand into the other un-cruised 

stands in the “DF32” type. 

Figure 8 displays the summary for just the new cruised stands.  Figure 9 displays the summary 

for the Veg_Lbl group “DF32” where only these four stands have been updated.  Figure 10 

displays the summary for the Veg_Lbl group “DF32” where these four stands plus two older 

cruised stands were used to create a new expansion into the remaining 35 un-cruised stands. 

 

Table 8.  Change in inventory by Year for a subset of four stands. 

Expanding across the entire strata results in a 10 percent increase in standing inventory for this 

stratum.  The decision to re-expand an entire stratum should be a very thoughtful process. 
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Figure 9.  Change in inventory by Year for Strata group “DF32” (not expanded). 

 

In the case of an inventory with a very light sample of acres (stands) within a stratum, then 

re-explanding the entire stratus is likely a good decision.  This threshold may be considered 

to be in the neighborhood of less than 20 percent cruised.  However, once each stratum has at 

least 20 percent cruised acres, then refrain from re-expanding thereafter.  This provides for a 

reasonable initial estimate of species / size / density per stand.  It also provides for expanded 

stands to begin to take advantage of variations in site growth capacity across the forest and 

the differential silvicultural effects of ingrowth, access and operability. 

 

 

Figure 10.  Change in inventory by Year for Strata group “DF32” (expanded). 
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Updating to the 2019 FPS Software Suite (or making any other change in methods or tools) 

Once the whole forest inventory has been brought forward for all depletions, growth and changes 

due to GIS and new cruises, the inventory is in a position to shift to new changes in 

merchandizing, new software suites or new Regional Species Libraries.  The reasons for this 

logic is to clearly separate the sources of change in volume and/or growth which may occur by 

changing Species Reference Libraries or other administrative parameters. 

Significant differences in volume and growth were observed on the Puget database in previous 

libraries due to the simple selection of an alternative Regional Species Library.  Parts of these 

differences were due to differences in the discrete research databases used to build each Library.  

Different Libraries had strengths and weaknesses within species and across silvicultural history.  

For the most part, Douglas-fir was the only species with reasonable representation in most of 

these discrete research datasets. 

The FPS Universal Library was based on topographic, soils and climate trends across all regions.  

This analytical update looked across the entire geographic range of each species to determine its 

response to site and density effects.  The common trends between and within species were 

rankings by shade tolerance and growth form.  These attributes allowed the combining of 

discrete research databases into full response surface analyses for each species across all sites 

and stand structures where that species occurs. 

Installing the FPS Version 7.55 Software Suite 

The FPS v7.55 Software Suite is provided as a downloadable installation package.  Running the 

Install Package results in it looking for or building a folder “/Fp7” somewhere on the computer.  

The default location is the “C:/” drive.  If that folder already exists, then the Installation Package 

will over-write the executables and background utility routines which exist there.  It will not 

remove local databases which the forester may have previously created. 

If you have been previously running an earlier version of FPS in this folder and wish to keep its 

functionality, then re-name the “/Fp7” folder to anything else such as “/Fp745”.  Then proceed to 

install FPS Version 7.55 Software Suite and databases.  The Install package will create a new 

“/Fp7” folder. 

Once installed, there are two Environment Variables which need to be set in the Computer 

Control Panel.  This should be automatically initialized by the FPS Install package.  However, if 

your organization has additional read-only permissions or firewalls which are not known to the 

inventory forester, then the forester will have to have assistance.  For most versions of Microsoft 

these are found by searching “System”, “Environment Variables” to locate the screen in Figure 

11.   
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Click “New” on the “System Variables” window to enter the following Variable and Value: 

Fp7Path C:\Fp7 

Fp7Data C:\Fp7\Data 

To include the USFS Stand Visualization software: 

SVSPath C:\Program Files (x86) 

 

Figure 11. Environment Variables dialog window for adding or editing paths to software. 

 

After FPS installation, go to Windows Explorer to view the /Fp7 folder.  Look for the executable 

routine “Fp7Post.exe”.  Double-click this routine to complete the registration of all components 

of FPS.  If one or more components are missing, then this registration dialog will pop up with the 

missing names of these components (Figure 12). 
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Figure 12.  Registration dialog for FPS Universal Library installation. 

 

Enter your Name, Outfit and Location for this FPS installation.  If you click the Register button 

at this point the FPS Universal Library will be activated in “Demo” mode.  This means that all 

functionality of FPS and associated databases will function normally.  However, all access to the 

site, taper and growth dynamics of the FPS Universal Library will function at about 70 – 85 

percent of full capacity.  Anyone may install and use the Forest Projection and Planning System 

(FPS) on any computer.  However, full capacity for species growth and yield dynamics is not 

available.  Relative relationships between species are correct for educational applications and 

workshops on site and silviculture.  The Forest Biometrics Research Institute (FBRI) is providing 

FPS with this Demo-mode functionality to facilitate Universities and other educational 

institutions to make FPS available in the classroom and for students to install on their own 

laptops. 

Tables 13a and 13b show the yields resulting in using the full functionality of the FPS Universal 

Library versus the use of the Demo-mode, respectively. 

If the Environment Variables were not correctly or completely updated, then the following dialog 

window will appear when attempting to execute any FPS routine. 
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Table 13a – Species summary report resulting from full access to FPS Universal Library. 
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Table 13b – Species summary report resulting from “Demo” only access to the FPS Universal Library. 
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Using the FBRI “Activation Key” Registration 

Due to the fact that FBRI has had financial support since 2002 from contributing organizations 

across the West, this four-year research analysis (2013 – 2016) to complete the FPS Universal 

Library was possible.  Without that support the field measurements, database editing and this 

analytical update would not have been completed.  As identified in the Introduction, the last 

significant Library update was in 2006 with a much more limited research database. 

Quality control and refinements will only occur through active and direct participation from 

these FBRI contributing organizations.  More field research installations are needed in the 

primary tree species in each geographic region.  The only consistent source for installing and 

maintaining such installations will come from these same contributing organizations.  It is for 

these reasons that only these contributing organizations receive a full Activation Key for their 

installations of the FPS Universal Library. 

The FBRI Activation Key 

These Keys are obtained upon request from the FBRI Corporate Office in Portland, Oregon.  The 

Key is made up of 12 digits in three groups of 4 digits (xxxx-xxxx-xxxx).  The first 4-digit group 

is the numeric identity of each organization for Technical Support interface and communications.  

The FPS Registration accepts only valid combinations of these 12 digits as shown below. 

 

The 1
st
 Application of the FPS Universal Library 

FPS works from the years identified in the Admin table of the forest inventory database.  These 

are the “Rpt_Yr” and “Msmt_Yr”.  When the FPS Growth Model is invoked to grow one or 

more stands forward, these two fields take control. 

In order to minimize bias in growth steps for different numbers of years, the FPS Growth Model 

always grows stands forward in 6-meter height steps (20-feet).  It then uses the local site index, 

CASH Card %Height growth rate and 10-meter Shape index to determine the number of years 

required for this growth step.  This provides the ability to only step forward in dimensional 

ranges as was originally observed in permanent research plot installations.  The step is then 

interpolated back to any intervening years where a report or output was requested by the user.  

This minimizes any bias which may accumulate over time. 
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If the stand being grown forward was previously cruised, then the FPS Growth Model always 

starts at the “Msmt_Yr” to maintain consistency and remain un-biased. 

If the stand being grown forward was not cruised (an expanded stand), then the FPS Growth 

Model always starts at the “Rpt-Yr” for consistency. 

Therefore, with the first installation of the FPS 7.50 Universal Library, do not re-compile stands 

in the inventory.  Follow these steps in each database that has completed its 2018 year-end 

updates: 

a) Select “Selection”, “Select No Stands” 

b) Select “Selection”, “Add Cruised Stands” to flag all previously cruised stands in the 

Inventory database. 

c) Grow “All Tables” in these flagged stands to year-end 2018. 

d) Select “Selection”, “Promote Selection” to add in all un-cruised stands. 

e) Select “Compiler”, “Run Re-merchandizer” for all stands. 

f) Select “Strata”, “Create new Habitat / Report Classification”, click “Start” 

g) View “Reports”, “Stand and Forest-wide Volume Reports”, “All Stands Summarized”, 

“Species Reports”, “All Stands” 

h) Back up the inventory database to retain old cruises which will no longer be re-compiled. 

i) Set the Admin Msmt_Yr equal to zero for all previously cruised stands.  This will 

maintain the existing inventory statistics while shifting to the new Library for future 

growth dynamics. 

The Final Update for FPS Version 7.55 

 

Included in the FPS Version 7.55 installation package is a new “FPS_755_Zero.mdb” database. 

It may be found in the C:\Fp7\Zero\ folder.  Many of the refinements in FPS database 

functionality and efficiency are imbedded in this version of the FPS Microsoft Access database 

template.  We highly recommend that you import your working inventory data into this template.  

One of the primary benefits is a much more robust application of Primary Keys in all database 

tables.  Many of the incidents of “duplicate records” error messages in previous databases will 

disappear when shifting to this template.  The steps are as follows: 

1) Make a copy of “Fps_755_Zero.mdb” and place it in any drive and folder of your choice. 

2) Re-name this database to make your local naming conventions.  Open the database and 

update the title in the Titles table.  Go to “File”, “Options”, “Current Database” to update 

the Application Title”. 

3) Select “External Data”, “Access”, and then “Browse” to find your current FPS database. 

4) Select the Link option and Click “OK”. 

5) In the “Link Tables” dialog, “Select All” tables and then Click “OK”.  This will result in 

all of your tables being linked to the new FPS 7.55 database template.  (They must be 

Flagged in the old database) 

6) Select “Add-ins”, “Database”, “Import FPS Version 7 Tables (linked)” 

7) You may now delete all of the linked tables except for background tables such as Class, 

HabRule, Harvest, Silvics, Sorts and Species.  These tables may or may not require 

updating based on your reviews.  These records may be easily copy/pasted as needed. 
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Step 2.  Re-name the database in a new folder. 

 

 
Step 3 and Step 4.  Select your original FPS database. 
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Step 5. Select all tables and click “OK”. 

 

 
Step 6.  Select “Import FPS Version 7 tables (linked). 
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The following two dialog windows will appear before the database transfer begins. 

 

 
 

 
 

The database transfer is now complete.  Delete the linkages to the old database and begin using 

the new database.  Create a “Compact & Repair” and backup of this new inventory. 

 

Some significant updates in FPS Version 7.55 include: 

a) Standardized Fps_Key primary keys for faster processing. 

b) Board gross bug fixes in standard reports 

c) Expanded functionality and accuracy in CashFlow reporting 

d) Defecting in percentages from 1 – 100%, not in 10% steps for cruise compiler 

e) Error corrections in Lump/Split mixed polygon aggregations 

f) Corrected updating in Harvest Scheduler outputs 

g) Repairs to macros for Year-end depletions and reporting 

h) Optional outputs for HabDens and DibCls tables from multiple routines 

i) Separation of all SiteGrid computations from standard Editor drop-downs 

j) Expanded options for search and edit of duplicate records 

k) Addition of TapHead, TapTree and TapForm tables for user access to taper models 

l) Addition of SiteTree and SiteStnd tables for user access to localizing SiteGrid layers 

m) Addition of XYMap table and Grow to Cruise Years for user access to Nelder plots 

n) Addition of components for FPS Enterprise Edition to build remotely generated polygons 

o) Allow down to 1 tree per 1,000 acres resolution for field cruises and growth updates 

p) Provide for auto-dissolve of polygon slivers when less than 0.1-acre in size 

q) Expand early silvicultural %height growth capacity to 30% – 150% of site capacity 

r) Enhanced SQL Server interface and documentation for building and maintaining linkage 

s) Addition of PlotList table for tracking individual cruise plots and tree lists 
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How to Build and Link to SQL Server database 

Quite often when working with an inventory database of 60,000 acres or more the Microsoft 

Access capacity of 2 Megabytes will be exceeded.  This will corrupt the FPS database which 

may become unusable or repairable. Doing a Compact & Repair option on a periodic basis may 

preclude this from happening. 

This situation may be avoided by moving one of the larger FPS tables to a background Microsoft 

Access database, such as the DbhCls table or DibCls table (or both).  Then create a database link 

from the Master FPS database to the background Access database.  Everything will then run as 

though all tables are in the Master FPS database. 

When inventory databases exceed 100,000 acres it may become a frequent condition when the 

FPS Microsoft Access database exceeds the 2 Megabyte limit (even when moving one or more 

tables into the background). 

At this point the preferred solution is to move all of the major FPS tables into a background SQL 

Server database.  These may then be linked to the Master FPS database in the same manner as 

the background Access database with one or two tables. 

Older versions of Microsoft Windows and Office had the option to link to SQL Server Express 

as a built-in utility.  Depending on the Windows version this SQL Server had the capacity for 12 

to 16 Megabytes of storage.  This provides an excellent database configuration for almost any 

forest inventory ownership (a single tree farm, national forest or reservation). 

For some unknown reason, Microsoft has left the built-in option for SQL Server out of the latest 

releases of Access.  The opportunity to build and link to a background SQL Server still exists, 

but it is a little more demanding to set it up the first time. 

Open your FPS database and select “Database Tools” to verify whether the built-in option exists 

on your computer.  It should appear as presented below. 

 

When clicking on “SQL Server” the following dialog should appear. 
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Accept the default to create a new database.  Click Next.  In a few moments the following dialog 

should appear.  Accept the defaults again and click Next. 

 

The next dialog will ask for which tables in the FPS database to move to the SQL Server 

background database.  At this point you may move as many tables as desired.  However, for ease 

of use and ready access, we recommend only moving the major tables containing actual stand 

parameters.  Leave all of the support tables in the Master FPS Access database.  These include 
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Class, Basin, GisLink, HabRule, HabSpp, Harvest, NestArea, NestSite, Ref_Plant, Ref_Species, 

Schedule, Silvics, SiteStnd, SiteTree, Sorts, Species, TapForm, TapHead, TapTree, Titles, 

XYMap, Yield, Yldens, YldSpp, and YldSrt.  It is also recommended to leave Cruise, PLogs and 

Plots in the Master FPS database. 

Since the Admin table controls all linkages and options for invoking FPS routines and reports, 

the Master FPS database is an appropriate location.  The resulting configuration appears as 

follows: 

 

Now the emphasis shifts to database design options.  Again, accept the defaults and click Next. 
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The most direct and simplistic approach is to accept the next default radio button “Link SQL 

Server tables to existing application”.  Click Next. 

 

Click Finish.  An upsizing report will be produced which may be printed or saved for later 

reference. 
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Now there are pairs of tables in the Master FPS database.  These are the local table (such as 

DbhCls_Local) and the SQL Server linked table (such as DbhCls with a leading link symbol).  

Go through the database to delete all of the “_Local” tables.  The execute a “Compact & Repair”.  

The resulting database should appear very similar to your original database accept for the leading 

link symbols on some tables.  All of the “_Local” tables should be gone. 
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The cleaned up Master FPS database should appear as follows: 
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Create a backup.  You are now ready to proceed managing your FPS Inventory with essentially a 

12 to 16 Megabyte storage capacity. 

There is a method for moving the Master FPS database when linked to an SQL Server 

background database.  This requires making a copy of the “Fps_755_Zero.mdb” database and 

then linking your Master FPS database (with SQL Server linkages) to this new empty database.  

Once the data has been copied into the new database, it may be moved to other computers.  


